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TRIAL FOR MURDER COMMITTEE NAMED'USEFUL UR ENDED FIRST LOOSE
IMPORTANT CASE BEGINS TO COOPERATE WITH EXDEATH RELIEVES MR
AT DIXON.
HIBIT ASSOCIATION
WILLIAM'S SUFFERINGS.

VOLUME 11.2111, NO111
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IMARKET WAS QUIET

TOBACCO SALES
A BIG SUCCESS.

OURINC THE MONTH JUST
CLOSED.

Prom Thursday • tally.

Officials of the Mine Work- Prominent and Progressive Passes
Away Afteran illness The first loose tobacoo sale ever riosity as to how it would be man- Loose Tobacco Buyers At V
LA
ers Union Are the
Citizens Will Undertake
held in a warehouse in Hopkinsville aged. A large part of the crowd
of Several Months'
Work.—Report of the
Defendants.
The Important Work.
took place this morning at the Ninth were farmers who came in to attend
Duration.
Inspectors.
I
Street warehouse under the manage- the sale and see which way was the
ment of It. M. Wooldridge & Co.
better for them to sell, in the barn or
The tobacco was sorted and plied on the floor. Nearly all of these
Mr. Joseph H Williams, ore of
In orderly rows down each side planters expressed themselves as
Christian county's best citizens,died
of the building, a tag bearing the highly pleased with the prices
Wednesday morning,2 o'clock at,his
name of the owner, the num- paid for the offerings. The buyers
home near Pembroke. The end Was
ber of pounds iu
the
pile, also were out in full force and the
not unexpected. Mr. Williams had
the number and blanks for name of bidding all the time was very spiritbeen ill for several months from a
buyer and price paid was placed on ed.
complication of diseases resulting
each lot. Mr. Wooldridge states
Wooldridge & Co. will hold sales
from a severe attack of typhoid fever.
that there were about 60,000 lbs. sold. regularly in the future on Tuesdays,
He had teen sinking gradually for
seine of the tobacco was on the
several days, and yesterday after. stalk while the larger part had been Thursdays and Saturdays of every
noon word was received here that stripped. The priem were in the week. So far this firm is the only
the end was but .t question of a few main very satisfactory, especially so one of the total warehouses to adopt
on the tobacco on the stalk.
this method.
houre.

It is poor cconomy
To buy an "off grade" or plush
lap-robe because
are getting it a little cheaper.

sierh• Best is Me Cheapest"

Lsp robes.

you

think

you

applies to nothing so well as to

We handle only the beat, such

The trial of J. D. Wood, Kit Baras •'Chase's" and
Messrs. C. J. Jarrett, E. M. Flack
Reports received from the board
"Strock's."
While our quality is the highest our prices
naby and Sam Chappel is on in the and
are the lowest.
George C. Long, Major E. B
of inspecors and warehousemen of
We have the largest assortment of
Webster circuit court at Dixon on Bassett,
patterns ever seen here and
Judge W. T. Fowler and
this city show that the tobacco marcharges of complicity in the murder Prof.
William H. Hivrison have been
ket has been very quiet during th•
committed in the Providence battle appointed
by President A. Y. Ford
past neenth, with most of the old
of Sunday morning, Nov. 17, 1901,
rwthe Christian county committee
crop disposed of, and the receipts of
when a band of unionists attacked
is cooperate with the Kentucky Exthe new crop light so far. Most of
the employes of the Providence Coal
hibit association in raising fundsand
the better grades sold were disposed
Na* is the time to buy, because you can get the p:ck of
company about 4 o'..dook.
almost
securing exhibits for the state's
of privately. Considerable common
our (wire line and we have some bargains,
A large number of witnemese sub- proper
too.
display at the great St. Louis
and medium leaf were sold early in
poenaed on both sides, had 'arrived lair. Wiser
selections could not
the month, and there was but little
at Dixon last evening, and before the
hats been made. These are gentlechange in quotations. The wareday.* session had adjourned six ju- men of
elide influence and public
housemen have been getting all the
rors bad been selected.
spirit and are sure to accompliell
Mr. Williams' death causes geninferior grades out of their way.
The three men to tie tried are offic- with
Miss Jones to Marry.
splendid success anything they eral ,sorrow. He was one of the
making ready for the new crop.
We have a Robe that is a Wonder.
LYLE-WILSON.
ials of the United Mine Workers of set
An announcement of interest to
out te do.
most valuable and influential citiLoose buyers are out all over the
Same we sold last year for
Amaries• Woad was diatriet presi- In the Louisiana Purchase expo- zens of the community in which he Hopkinsville and Kentucky people Mr.
Graves Lyle and Miss Boswell district but very few purchases have
engagement
generally
the
dent at the time of the battle referred sition at St.
of
is
Miss
$4.50 to $4.75.
Louis, in 1904, is offered lived, and he leaves a vacancy in
Wilson were married Wednesday as yet been made. The weather for
to and has been elected national
Cartersville,
Laura
of
Jones,
Henry
the opportunity to show the word the social, business and religious cirnight at 8 o'clock by Rev. W. H. the past ten days has been seasonbeard !member. Barnaby was then what Kentucky
Ga., and Mr. David McCaw. Flourhas. There lies a cles that will not soon be filled. He
Vaughn, of Fairview, at Olivet able for handling but the planters
Tiee-pteekdeat and is
noy, of Paducah, Ky. The marriage
preskident. chance to put the state to
the fore- was man of affairs and besides farmchurch near Garrettsburg, in the are not disposed to take the figures
Roselawn. the
Chapp.r, who is a negro and an old front for what she really is.
ing on extensive scale was interested will take place at
presence of a large gathering of that the buyers are offering. But
Cartersville, on
Lathan fighter, has all along been a
bride
of
in
the
home
While, not wishing to snuff the financially in several other business
there will be an increase in receipts
friends and relatives.
We have the best grade of "Chase's"
natignal organizer and a trusted ad- the
candlelight of primitive days or enterprises. He was public-spiri* Dec. 81.
from
now on. The new crop will not
The attendants were Messrs. EdHeavy Double Plain Lap Robe.
viser anitlfautenant of the other of- wipe
daughter
of
The
is
the
the
bride
out one iota of sentiment that and enterprising and leaves a good
ward A. and Olney M. Wilson, broth- be up to that of last year in quality,
This is a bargain and easily
debits !mentioned.
Sam.
and
her
Mrs.
Rev.
Jones,
father
clusters around the illustrious past, estate. Mr. Williams was about fifbut a portion of it will be of very suers of the bride.
worth $2.50 or $2.75.
During the time of violence, raids still
evangelist. She
there is a New Kentucky that ty years of age. Besides his grief- being the famous
The groom is one of the foremost perior quality. Both pianters and
bad armed camps in Hopkins county, is
overshadowing all else. The rays stricken wife, who before her mar- has visited in Kentucky many times. and most highly respected young buyers have been a little cautious in
Cbappel was always well to the of a
twentieth century sun are break- riage was Miss Lizzie Holland, he Miss Jones is a pretty and attractive men of the Garrettsburg neighbor- their movements on account of the
front, sad in fact through the nine- ing
through the state's roof.
leaves three children,John Williams girl and is very popular.
hood. For some years he has been trusts, arid the uncertainty of them.
teen months when more than two
Mr. Flournoy, is a Member of a
For the purpose of presenting to and Misses Ethel and Annie WilThe inspectors' report for Novemmanager of the large farm of Mr.
hiendred thousand dollars were spent the world a true
prominent 'Western Kentucky femiber
show the receipts for the past
picture of the New liams. The deceased was a consciCrit McKnight.
In the alert to unionise Hopkins, Kentucky,
You can get "Chase's" Single Plush
month
the Kentucky Exhibit entious Christian and a useful mem- ly. He is now engaged in the tobacto be 45 hogsheads, as comThe bride is the youngest daughter
Christian aud Webster counties.
co
business
in
Paducah.
Association has been organised. The ber of the Baptist church.
Lap Robe.
of Mrs. Fannie E. Wilson,of Howell, pared with 65 hogsheads for the
'Wood and Barnaby have been un- failure of the
general assembly,at its
Funeral services will be held tosame
time
last
year;
receipts
for
APA7.41PAPIirk
time
any color4P45...e.gr
and
a
niece
of
Mrs. T. L. Bacon and
All the Ladies Invited.
der $4,000 bond each and Chappel last session, to
make an appropria- morrow morning at 10:30 o'clock,
Mr. George W. Edwards of this city. year, 11,855 hogsheads, as compared
nader 12.000 bend for appearance at tion for a Keutucky
building and a conducted by the Rev. Mr. Bond, 01
Have you seen Moayon's Cloaks, She is a leader in social circles and a with 12,460 hogsheads last year; sales
this term of court. The prosecution full display of
These are just a few instances as we have them all the way up
for the month, 282 hogrotieeds, as
Kentucky's products the Baptist church, and the remains Jackets, Monte Carlos and Furs?
general favorite.
to
claims to have a very strong ease and resources
compared
at this Universal Ex- will be interred in the Pembroke
with
271
hogsheads last
$10, and on all the different grades we have prices that can't be
Their diversity of style, superior
Immediately after the ceremony
beat—
amil did not disclose it when motion position left
the state without a leg cemetery.
qualities and low prices have never Mr. and Mrs. Lyle drove to the resi- y ear; sales for the year, 10,548 hogsquality considered. Come now while we have a complete assortment
toe bell was made some months ago. to
stand on in the great race for
been approached in this region.
dence of M. McKnight where supper heads, as compared with 11,988 hogsof patterns and you will get the best bargains we have.
Things of Beauty.
statehood commercial and industrial
was served. They will remain there heads last year; shipments for past
supremacy. Public-spirited citizens
Moayon's stock of Jackets, Cloaks,
until Christmas when they will move month, 804 hogsheads, as compared
have undertaken to supply the state and Monte Carlos IOW carefully sIto the farm of the bride's mother. with 371 hogsheads last year; shipin this emergeacy not only with legs iected, and for
style and comfort the
Mr. Lyle taking earge for the next ments for the year, 13,283 hogsheads,
Two of Sun and Two of the to stand on, but with wing-tipped
as compared with 14,127 hogsheads
garments are unequalled in this city. Filed on Account of Luna- year.
Moon.
sandals so it may be more fleet of
last year; stock on sale,637 hogsheads
tic's Confinement.
foot than sister commonwealths.
as
compared with 717 hogsheads last
You Need Them.
F. G. Randolph,committee of John
And there is reason to believe that
There will be four eclipses in the
year; stock sold, 977 hogsheads, as
Leisner, has filed suit in the Mcyear 1906, two of the sun and two of Kentucky Is to have a better buildThe first days of real winter weath- compared with 855 boirsheade last
Cracken circuit court against Oscar
ing and a better exhibit than if the Claims Christian County as
the moon, as follows:
er are making their presence felt- year; total stock on hand, 1,514 hogsKahn, the Western Kentucky asy1. An annular eclipse of the sun money for Wpm came from the state's
forceful reminders of the need of heads, as compared with 1,372 hogsHis Home.
lum for the insane, and Gus G. CoulMarsh MI, visible as a small partial treasury rather than directly from
Moayon's is the head last year.
heavier wraps.
ter, state auditor of Kentucky, for
"For every dollar spent at our store we guarantee one hun____
.
melee on the Pacific eoast of North the many different interests deeply
place to get what you want. Their
— An °Woo, Tenn., paper says:
the settlement of John Leisner's esdred cents worth of satisfaction."
concerned in giving a new setting of
Will
Marry.
America near sunset.
Jackets,
CarMonte
line of Cloaks,
J. Munroe, who was committed to ate and to compel the defendants
to
material prosperity to the Old KenThe pleasant announcement is
S. A partial eclipse of the moon on
unsurpased.
etc.,
is
los,
jail in Union City on the charge of show why they have a claim of
tucky Home.
$2,trade of the anproaching marriage
the evening of April 11, and morning
attempting to steal Steve Harris' 00 against the estate.
of
Miss Ella H.Claypool, of this city,
of the 120, visible in eastern United
Interesting Find.
horse and buggy, was given a hearThoroughly Democratic.
Leisner is a lunatic and has been
to
Mr. George?. Rives, of Casky,
States at the rising of the moon, the
ing before Squire Sacra, and com- confined in the Western Kentucky
county. The marriage vii
Christian
Workmen in making an excavaIDOPO riming with We eclipse on.
When men or newspapers calling mitted to jail in default of WO bond.
asylum at Hopkinsville for fourteen
take
place
Tuesday (today) at the
Anderson's
lot
H.
Otho
Mr.
tion on
S. A total eclipse of the sun Sep- themselves Democrats raise a great Munroe now claims to be from Chrisyears. The petition alleges the audresidence of Mrs. Mildred Claypool,
unearthed
a
street
tember 21. visible as a small partial hue and cry because
Main
South
on
a Democratic tian county, Kentucky, instead of itor has employed Attorney Oscar
eclipse on the eastern coast of South committee calls a Democratic
loaded bombshell three inches in di- on Twelfth street, the bride's mothpri- Springfield, Ill., as at first. He says Kahn to institute suit for $2,100, at
Heavy Cars Derailed at Casky
Africa; invisible here.
ameter. T1 e shell was found three er. No invitations have been issued,
mary election to nominate candi- he left home a week ago, went to
he rate of $150 per year for the fourand only the family a d immediate
a
was
l.A partial eclipse of the moon dates for office, there la
in
and
surface
the
below
Wednesday Afternoon.
feet
evidently Memphis, and that the day before he teen years Leisner has been confined
Gibber 6 and 6. The eclipse begin.,
relatives will be present. Mr. and
After
cleaning up the wreck and
preservation.
it
How
state
good
of
some
disease in the body politic. took the horse and buggy he was in
at the setting of tbe moos on the
as time sum due for board and attenMrs. Rives will leave at once for St.
repairing the trestle at Massie's
mystery.
is
got
a
there
Some
mistake
Obion.
Sheriff Chiles says that tion, while it
Pastas west of the United. 3tates,
might be made or
Is alleged by the plainLouis and other points and will be
creek Wednesday afternoon the
and Is therefore invisible in the some wrong might be done in formu- Munroe was not near as drunk as he
tiff that Leisuer is confined es a etate
at
home
to
their
wrecking train suffered a wreck itfriends
United Bestows, eseept In our Pacific lating the rules
after
DecemHens and Pullets Wanted
of a primary, afford- pretended to be, and that it is his
Nice Line of
pauper.
pesseasious.
ber
self.
12.
Miss
It was running in two sections
Claypool
is
one
of
the
ing every sovereign voter high or opinion that the prisoner is wanted
It is also asked that the defendfor most popular young ladies of Bowlpaid
price
n•arket
Highest
and
started
for Earlington about 3:30
low, an opportunity to express his elsewhere. When he was arrested
ants be restrained from collecting hene and pullets at Schmitt's Res- ing Green. Her family
yesterday
afternoon.
Just as the
of
the
is
one
device, is undemocratic. We con- by Mathis he offered the officer $1.0
w2t
taurant.
the money.
Nicest and Cheapest Line of second section passed through Casky
oldest,
largest
and
most
prominent
fess that the ideas we have so long to turn him loose.
the pulling out of a drawhead dein the county. Mr. Rives lea wealthy
entertained about Democracy are
in the City.
railed three box cars loaded with pig
young farmer and resides near Hop- qamberge
erroneous and nothing short of reTo Fight That Injunction generation will
iron. The track was not cleared unk insv We."
set us right.-Crittil 11:00 o'clock last night, the 6:93
Suit.
tenden Press.
passenger train being held here until
ttipeolal to New Era.)
that time.
The Above signature is on the_t_7_.pper of
Ky., Dec. 4.-SecFormer Hopkinsville Man
Resigns Pastorate.
every bottle of the genuine OWErt3 PINK
Davis' Duties.
rotary Haly, of the Democratic State
MIXTURE-the
baby's (need from birth
Made Live Stock Inspector.
until he has his teeth. All druggists.
The West Point, Va.. Plain Dealer
Bsaentive committee, announces
Sheri if Lem It. Davis who was apthat ledge W.8. oryor, of this city; says:
Commissioner's Sale.
pointed Wednesday by the fiscal
The general council in joint ses"Rev. L. D. Bass, D. D., surprised
the Hon. Lewis MeQuowu, of Bowlcourt to act as treasurer without
sion last night elected Dr.Samuel A.
ing Green, and Judge John A. Ful- the Baptist people of Archilies by
Master Commissioner Frank Rives
compensation was directed to keep a
Bradley live stock inspector for the
ton, ofBardstown,have been retained offering his resignation. He has been
made the following sales Monday:
complete set of books and tbe varensuing term of two years. Mr.
by direction of Chairman Young to offered 61,600 and parsonage. While
Pernecia Blalock farm of 160 acres
ious accounts separate.
Fred E. Hoerter was chosen assistrypresent the committee in the in- the Baptist church there has a memnear Carl, to Gano Lacy, $300; Ethel
ant. Each election was unanimous,
junction suit filed a week ago by bership of 6)0 and could well afford
M. Kieth ,tract of Ill acres, near
Calhoun-Dickerson.
the expected opposition of Dr. A. D.
Osenniaitteenian Charles M. Meacham to pay Dr. Bass just as much, yet it
Crofton, to Mr. Tweedle, $730; Tract
Eisenman to Dr. Bradley not develto ralltrale it from holding a primary is not on account of finances, but edMr. Clifton Calhoun, son of Mr. J.
of S. F. Cowan, dec'd, near Carl, 18
oping, Dr. Bradley is an experiencN. Calhoun, and Miss Lula Dickerthrmiiisout Kentucky on May 9 next cations' advantages for his children
acres, to S. N. Cowan, $201; John B.
ed veterinary surgeon, and has an
son, of Bennettatown, will be marfor the nemination of candidates for that induce him to leave. Mrs. Bass
Lamer tract of 180 acres in North
acquaintance extending all over the
ried Wednesday, Dec. 100, at the
is a universal favorite with everystate pawls.
Christian, to James Buchanan, $875;
church in Bennettstown.
city. He will give bond and enter
one, she is a descendant of ChiefJusF. M. Cooper land, three tracts lying
on his duties at once, succeeding Dr.
tiee and Governor Rutledge of South
on the Greenville road five miles
C. A. Miller, who was named two
Caroline."
from the city-lst tract of 100 acres,
years ago by the Republican general
Rev. Dr. Bass is a brother of Mr. council. This position pays $1,200 a
to John Lotthouse, $300; 2nd tract of
year.-Louisville Courier-Journal.
0. L.!WS of this city.
acres, to James Cooper, $170; 3rd
100
Special to New Era)
tract of 33 acres, to Frank Vinson.
PITTSBURGH, Pa., Dec. 4.-Dr.
$50; B. W. Allen farm of 123 acres
Ellis Duncan was released today on
near Elmo, to J. A. Allen, $2,987.60
$20.000 bail

They Are Beauties!
For 3.0

a

For $2.00

For $1.25

FOUR ECLIPSES.

We Also Have a Full Line of Horse Blankets
and Water-Proof Horse Covers.

UNIQUE SUIT

HORSE THIEF JAILED.

64

F. A. YOST & CO.,

ezstiemee ziams
PALL GOODS1 WRECKER WRECKED
At Jones'
N1WZ

A FEAST for Buyers!
Dress Goods!
Dress Trimmings!
French Flannels
for Waists!
Edgings!

COUNSEL RETAINED

DR. BRADLEY'S PLUM

GINGHAMS
and PERCALES!
FLANNELETTES

Ladies' and Misses' Hosiery!

sylLANKFORT,

Elegant Line of Table Linens.

Cloaks!

asekSabOrliS•
-Importations.
easand
Coffe
es.
•a-re

DUNCAN GIVES BAIL

Large atcl well selected stock of Ladies'
and Misses' Cloaks.

Carpets, Rugs and Oil Cloths.
Call and see this large assortment.

T. M. JONES.

Absolutegniforrn•
• and ofthe •

WASHINGTON NEWS.

PLASTER DESIGNS IN sus DEFENSE
'Highest-known:Quality,

Wanted by the Goebel Monument Commission.
Lad Kills a Negro In
County.
(Special to New Era.)

FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 4.-The
James Bruce, a white boy, about
Goebel
Monument
Commission,
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 4.fifteen years old, killed a negro boy
which was called to meet here for
Charles Henry Butler, of the New
named Bradley, about the same age.
the purpose of awarding the contract
York bar, haa been appointed reportGuier's Spring, seven miles west of
for the erection of a monument to
er of the United States supreme
Cadiz. Young Bruce was at the
the memory o/ the dead governor,
(mart.
spring, when three negro boys came
again postponed action, this time unalong on the opposite side of the
til April 7 of next year. Though it
The house committee on judiciary
branch and began cursing him and
had been announced that action
which is considering two measures
daring him across the spring branch,
would be taken today on designs alfor the regulation of trusts, will proand upon his refusal to go, saying he
ready submitted, all of these designs
bably maks a report before the holiwas not going to fight all three of
were rejected, and it was announced
day recess. The committee is giving
them, they crossed to where he was
that new bidders must submit pleaspecial attention to Representative
and one of them hit the white boy
ter models. The rejected designs will
Littlefield's bill providing for public
and *knottier one grabbed him around
be reproduced in plaster and again
reports by corporations and imposing
the waist, when young Bruce stuck
submitted to the commission.
a tax on any such whose capital
his knife in the side of the one that
stock is not fully paid up.
had hold of him.
Bruce then broke loose and ran to
a sawmill, about 100 yards awayi
The generai deficiency appropria-

DR. FENNER'S

probablypot be acted on by congress
before February 16.

glAn increased appropriation for
government expenses for the fiscal
year of 1904 is asked by Secretary
of the Treasury Leslie M. Shaw
rep o t. T h e
in his aniiiini
available cash balance on hand
including the gold reserve, is the
greatest in the ,ountry's history. An
ingress. is Imports of over $83,000,000
.in exports of oer
v
sad a assess

KIDNEY and
Backache
All diseases of Kidneys,
gadder, Urinary Organs.
ltheumatirin, Back
acho,HeartDiseass.Graval.
Dropsy, Tamale Troubles.

Don't become disoouragod. There Is a
rare for you. If necessary write br. Fenner
He has spvet • life thee (*tiring Juei NAGS
Cagan as yours. All consultations 'TN.
'Eight months In bed, heavy backtie,e.
pain and soreness across kidneys, aiso rim somatte's. Other remedies failed. Dr. Penear's Kidney and Backache Cure curer. me
completely. 11. WATERS,flamiet. N. Y.'
1)rulfiDets
2_50c.„ II. Ask for Cook Book-Tree.
lure Care. Circular. Dr
Fenner, Fredonia-9.X
9100,000,000 during the last fiscal year
Cook.
J. 0.
:PA* noted in the report.

4111#41010001,4,,e1.-et .7

ST.VITUS'OANCE

The largest and best representation
of the season's styles are Moayon's
Jackets, Monte Carlos, Cloaks and
Furs. See them before buying from

Trigg

-We handle •

(Special to New Era)

tion bill, containing Kentucky's civil war in,,erest elaim of 1.326,000, will

Just What You Want.

two of the negroeme following ilia
with sticks. After going about 100
yards the boy that was cut fell exhausted and the will hands protected
the white boy from the other negroes,

Mese Goods•
• exclusively.
W.T. COOPER 0,CO

other merchants-and you'll never
buy from them.

ARM BROKEN
Contractor
Duke
Meets
With Painful Accident.
Tuesday's dally
Mr. C. U. Duke the stone contractor, had the misfortune to sustain
bad fracture of the arm yesterday
while superintending the making of
the pike on the Cox Mill road about
three miles from town.
Just before noon he was standing in
a wagon when the team suddenly
started throwing him to the ground
with great force and breaking hie
left arm Just below the elbow.
Prom

A WHAT-IS-IT
COMES TO TOWN.

SALOON BURNED.
rrom Tuesday's early,
The saloon of W. W. Lacey, on
East Seventh street was gutted by
fire this morning about two o'clock.
The exact °right of the blaze is not
known but it is thought it caught
from some defect about the stove
The damage will probably amount to
$600, fully covered by insurance.
The good work of the fire company
confined the flames to the interior of
the store.

1r•Ark.„.

HERE Is a mysterious monster at large in the north
suburbs. Barber W. E. Gray's dwelling on First street
has been visited several-nights by the animal and he and
other residents have seen it. Gray describes its. follows:
-It is much bigger than a dog and longer. It's head
is reared 'way back and it has a long bushy tail that
sticks straight up in the air. It's eyes blaze like fire and
it is snow-white. My dogs are afraid of nothirg, but
they slink away when the thing approaches. Last night
A COLD IN ONE DAY
TO
I idiot at it, but my aim was not true. The What-Is-It struck one of the
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tabwith its claws last night and tore open his face. It comes between 2
dogs
lets. All druggists refund the money
jilt fails to cure. E. W. Grove's sig- and 3 o'clock. It certainly ain't a dog,and makes a noise unlike any aninature is on each box
tat
.Dr. Yates fits gleams.
mal I ever heard."

who were threatening to kill him.
The negro died in about thirty minutes. Young Bruce has not been arrested yet, but it is thought he will
be brought in by his people and turned over to the proper authorities in
a day or two.
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I E NEW

Spain, England. France and Italy
feel that the trouble in Morooco is
••seriotis.n. But it will be more so

ERA

-rusLietiettinen-

Soft
Harness

'Whenttey under-telt@ to settle
them.

..
New .rolsriatioga-PablialegGo am..

•

BVIIIIIIII/0011, President.

You ran nate your bar.
neve as eoet ait a glove
and autantjh se wire by
toting
Barcan
lengthen Si We-mak•It

Duting Santoe-Dumon Cs call at the
OfFICE:-New Era Bedding. ally"";white house some time ago, Presiitems, near Main. tip
-tile. Ky.
dent Roosevelt told the inventor that
if he brought his airship to the Unit$ 1.00 A YEAR.
ed States he I Roosevelt) wauted
Sibealuell as See poesetilat
1131Stenead-06/as

la tioptIormIll•
alikirOl•I

Friday, Dec. 5, 1902
4- 11113E11711111441 BATES:one Mob,Orel tassettoa
%Hui limb,one sidath.

I SO

301
One Inch, three amnia.
6 00
One Mob, ar months
Ott
°se Incas, utt• year
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TEACHERS RETURN

Th6 Second district teachers' meeting came to an end Saturday afternoon at Owensboro after electing officers and selecting Madisonville as
the next meeting place. The new
officers are its •Ilowe:
President-Theinas H. Smith, of
Madisonville.
Vice president-V. L. Spalding,'of
Corydon.
Secretary-A. C.'Burton, of Morgaufield.
Treasurer-Mice Mary F. Sesseen,
of Henderson.
Executive commatee-Thomas
Smith, Sallie R,Brown, Mrs. H. E.
Brooks and Miss Nola Hill. of Mediisonville, and A. C. Burton, of Morganfield.
The Hopkinsville delegater have

a.Ono nm.,
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Lion

Coffee

from now until Christmas will be found a free
game,amusing and instructive-5o different kinds.
Get Lion Coffee and a Free cisme
at Your Grocers.

Col. Jack Hendrick. formerly attorney general of this state, but now
of New York, was here recently on
bueluese connected with the proposed conibniation of the soft coal interests Id Kentucky, says a Hartford despatch. Since Col. Hendricks' visit here the clerks in the of'
flee of the county clerk here have
been busily engaged ium abstracting
the coal lands of this county recently purchased by the operators of this
field. ,This covers sum area of 50,000
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'On Juue 1," said _Chief Engineer
PLACE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDERS NOW!
SUPPLEMENT.
R. E. Harwood of the Tennessee
Central, in an interview.-we expect
DIAMONDS. WATCHES,JEWELRY,
to have rails laid from Nashville to
The State Primary,
SILVERWARE and CUT GLASS!
Hopkinsville._ The Hopkinsville line
Are
always desirable and make a beautiful and
We publish below, in part, an in is lighter work than the Clarksville
lasting gift!
Wresting editothsi from the Twice-a- division, and we will probably have
Beautifu
lines
l
of TOILET WARE,
Week Gazette, published in Clinton., completed it by the time the road
UMBRE
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and
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Hickman county.
(min Nashville to Clarksville is
The "masses",are against conven ready. There is no railroad south of
TREAS. and MCR.
tions—of this there can be no doubt. the Ohio river that can .ay
1
claim to
404 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.
In receu: years conventiens have a lower grade per cent. and smaller
SEND CUR(AIM (Mir
Prase Plkniton thisAdvrrlist men
been provocative of bitterness aud maximum curvature that HieT,,nnesscandal without end, and we hav•• see Central. The. division we have
no reason to took for all impieve- just begun upon will keep well withment in their tone. Primary elec- in the standards established by the
tions have been deinauded in all the other parts of the railroad. The
W. P. Winfrce
T. 5. Knigh
congressioeal and minor districts 01 heaviest grade will be 8-111 wad the
the state. and where held have, in maximum grade 4 degrees.
the main. quieted the bad blood in
"The Tennessee Central has adopt.
the party. This being true, why ed a new plan in the construction of
should we look any untoward results the last thirty miles. Instead of letPRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
in a general "'tate primary if held? ting out several miles of road to the
Why not the rather look for that various sub-contractors, each conThe seasan of the year wheii people want to buy real f-state is at hand,
very balm of Gilead we have been tractor is Blotted to one mile. By NEW ERA PUBLISHES FULL
DOCUMENT. and we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
yearning and struirglitig for since the this arrangement it is hoped to se"We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will advertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
Music Hall convent ion:"I'his writer cure better and more speedy work.
part of the message. A great variety prospective customere conveyance to look at property.without cost to them
(Special to New Era)
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-W.J. Oliver it Co., the contracCome to see us if you want to sell. it costs yon nothing If you fail.
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WASHINGTON. D. C., Dec. 2.—
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dosemene, There is no great harm einclit court clerk.
large tobacco barn, good frame sta- In Montgomery cohnty. Tenn, heatation to be 20 per centuni of moneys collecting officer authorised by law ble 28x110 feet,40 acres in fine timber, ly timbered, 10 miles
from Howell,
in that. Far the etintrary. • • •
Toe will of Constance Davie was recovered.
good level land anti a tlesirable farm Ky. price $5.00 per acre.
to receive and receipt for taxes due convenient to eeli le and churches.
Few of the candidates for the miFine farm of 2teracres in, neighnor offices have openly declared probated. with W. W. Kirkpatrick
111 ptirsuanee of the authrfifftv Bins the county, and warning them lie and on good road.
borhood of Howell, Ky., at R great
.
I cottage'
.
themselves. and lime. hail Kahl Ile RS exeetiter.
bargain.
ti
vested In him lie imp; 11;,
. flied with would hold them responsible for and liroadaitreets, 7 rooms, good outVery desirable suburban residents*,
will refuse u etilmilt his name
Basil itobards was appointed over- tile state
bond of valuation tnd
taxes path! Revenue Agent Buckner. buildings, Holten', ete.('lii'tili anti home. two stories, fl rooms, new and
a primary.
seer of the Con! road from Crofton to merriment
'nii reasonable terms.
lir gli011 POPHir, but 7 acre* land,
a petition or millionlii
The plaintiff says that by moon
sumac of goodie None, Iiinuart end just outside the eity limits tinoftwo
of
1,111 Dutitilinr hill,
which it 'NMI shown that the Louis- uf the notice*, though they are Ille- residence for sale at good town on the bort street.
!tireen Moore w as appointed overersonal Plot•
paying
Finn-chum
L. & N. R. It.
A nice residuum, at Casky.
ville tit Nashville Railroad
the gal, the corporations HOW refuse to busete„,
new, lot of 10 acres, six -room cottage Ky.
seef it the Hamby precinct road.
and
Press Tuesday's daily.
fillnols Ceetral It. R. Co., the Cutn- pay him nisei.. He claims $5,000 borbood, ehurches and isebool con- two , room office In yard; good
venient,
residenee
servants
rooms,
house,
----wo•
large
water
•
ea.-good
ice
house,
Mr. John Day and datighter have
bedew' Telephone dr Telegraph Co., damages, alleging that he has been works
and modern inTrov entente, large stable and carriage house and
returned to Louisville after a visit to
Big Toy Store.
the Western Union, Postal Tele- put to great trouble, annoyance and ten acres of nice grounc with resi- all necessary out buildings; splendid
friends in the city.
good reasons for selling.
shade and fruit troes, never failing
graph Co., the Dawson Telephone expense by the eheritt attempting to dence,
Residence,5 rooms, stable, carri- well, good cistern; convenient to deMr. Joe rPool has rented the corPresident and Mrs. Edmund HarCo., Pullman Palace Car ('o. Hop. usurp his office, and prays for an in_ age house and all necessnry outbuild- pot, school and church;5 miles from
rison, of Bethel Female college. have ner storeroom in the Garnett. buildings; good cistern and orchard. Two Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
kinsville Water Co., Hopk titivate junction directieg the defendant to acres
of land adjoining South Ken- the whole distance:, Splendid locatreturned from Louisville.
ing. formerly occupied by the Richt
Gas & Lighting Co. and oth r cor- call in his notices and to notify the tucky College, $1,500. Will sell this ion for a doctor.
Dr. and Mrs. W. V. Neel have re- ards Co., and will put in a big stock
place at low priet• and on easy terms.
An elegant farm of 120 acres on
porations were exercising ri Oits of corporations be will make no further
Elegant two story residence on Cox Mill Road 4 miles front Hopkinturned from Henderson where they of Chrietmas
franchise and witS subject t taxa- claim to the right to collect the corner of 14th and Campbell streets, sville; well improved, good dwellvisited friends and relatives.
fronts 82tai fe et on Campbell street ing,6 rooms, stableis, granary, corn
tion for county purposes under levies taxes. Mr. Buckner asks that he be by 185feet
Mesdames Jetinie and A'ill }Ato alley, house has 8 rooms and all necessary out houses; first
cZ,
Mt
for
the years 1801 to 1912. !sal that declared the right and proper person and 811 necessary outbuildings, nice class land in fine condition.
wards, of Lafayette, are visiting Oars Oa
The(A
Hare titters
shade
trees,
fine -garden and grape
Valuable store room on Main
Mrs. Will Cheatham en Seta!' Air- %wan
they had not been assessed.
to collect the taxes due on the afore- arbor.
street. One of the best business locaef
glide street.
Well improved suburban place tions in the city.
Acting on the petition. Mr. Buck- mentioned assessment.

JAS. B. CARR,
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I pre, teas alit, h team...my :ea. t infs.i e e te sesure falr tmetment alike fur
ie tee slightest fear ef aggression
, state trade can be prevented under the labor and tor capital,
in- e. dation ct the national guard to the thereto, in
to hoed in toe lineal Stales. It echooves eachfrom
direct defiance of Die law farbkkitsg
power of the toner/is to "regulate corn- cies k the unscrupulous how whsthee
one
attri vet tomer forces of the United the maintenance
em- to meintain order withia ita Own borders
or cerenusti.e ,f an,' •11.•11 un
. mete et with foreign nations anti among ployer or employee, wt:tan
States
eroulti
Oelineel and that in place lawfal it...insure of putlic • . '
hout weakening and to discharge its j it
...,
i the several states" through regulations Individual initiative, w. bout
obligations
to
of rut- present olaelete laws a practical reasses
hampering foreigners When this r done, they
ttere hes been iiit
; and requirements operating directly upun and cratnieng the intim 1 Mal
can and einmeet smitten ehotiet es mamma.
dt
veloptneet
meth int losuref in the past, le - .
rest assured theta be Mee strong or weak.
such cernint r, e. the instrumentalities of thet country, is a proe em fraught
Prevision t•eould im testi, to mialee the now boon giuen the
Meth they- have nothing to dread from outside
trospaw,s, ii,,I a I Vie o
therm a viol these engaged therein. great difficulties end o le which it s of interferenee.
of mar to Map cavelry and am Four"... at the cot:inland
mere and more thmincreas. morel:try
of tit goverr.ment witil
I c srreily recommend this subject to the the highest importance
tit ry horses w-orn oat its
eolve on ines
perferm- hereafter be mai to put a slap
interempencienre umi complexity of aline
such tr iiirre
tem ia ration of the congress wisa a view of sanity and farsighted .o
,
..o...
of duty. Such Lem a feteh but a
sornmon
In view of the iyi.dtal
importitase of ins. t
; to i a • ssessage. of a law reasonable in it 3 well as of devotion to the right. atm e as international political fuel oconothic rela- trifle ahem sold,
Ti
anti
is
is tions render it incumbent on
rather then turn tem I commend dere to the earnest conetirs -.
! presi '
li LIS sine effecitive in lis operatione. an
all
'civilized
era of federatton and combination.
and orderly powers to insist on the proper them out to tho misery awaiting them of the consreirs, site if Me mamas nude ente
epee sei iela the questions can be finalle Exactly as business men find they
when thus diaposed of it would be better mete in dealing aith them froM lack
Muse policing of the world.
' adjaatte .:e I t..at to•w raise doubts as to often work through corporations.
employ them at light work around the knotiledge of the subject I recommendof thormagh
and as
During the fall cf DOI a communication to
eat pro,h , a e asey . f coseteutIonal amend- it is a constant tendency of these cor
poste
and when aceemary to put them seem be made for a coineriseion of estert•
.
1
oraapement 'if it wove (infeasible to accom- tions to grow larger, so it is Mani n ees- was addressed to the secretary of state palter-esti. to
death.
<rally to investigate and resale upon
the cone
whether permission would be
plish the pm-penes ab.. i 0 set forth by such miry for laboring men to work in f eta - asking
For the fiest time In Our history naval pleated questions involt id.
1Continlied from Page
a. le w. tie u assuredly we should not Cons, and these have become Important granted by the president to a corporation maneuvers
I
on
a
large
1
ewe:sally
scale
are
urge upon the emit/rem the need ef
being held
shrink from amending the constitution si factors of modern industrial Illfe. Doth to lay a cable from a point on the Call- under the immediate
command id the ad- wie. Lagialation tor Alaska. It is ant to our
as to secure beyond peradventure the kinds of feleration. capitelistle and labor, Murree coast to the Philippine Islands by mit-al of the
navy. Constantly Increasing cr-shit as a nation that Alaska,. which has been
msemeam s......... erre occupied a meter power seught.
can do notch gcod, end as a neeeseery way of Hawaii. A statement of condi- attention is tieing paid
ours
ter
thirty-ase years, ramie in ill hare &spoor
to the gunnery of
plane ot material well being than oura at
The eons-rots has not heretofore made corollary they can both do evil. Opposi- tions or terms upon which such corpora- the navy, but
it is yet far from what it a system ef laws as Is the ism. No country has
tion would undertake to lay and operate should
the preeent moment. Thie well being is any appropriation for the better enforee- tion to each kind of organization
be. I earnestly urge that the in- s mere valuable ptemeden in Mineral wealth, in
should a cable
due to no sudden or •ccidental causes, but mem of the antitrust law as it now take the form of opposition to whatever
was
volunteered.
is
asked for by the secretary of the Mamas, leis, Mimi,. and alm tin lead available
to the play of the economic forces In thus statels. Vim- enech has been done by the had in the conduct of any given cormraInasmuch as the congress was shortly to crease
na vy In the a ppropriatinn for improving fur certain kinds of farming aed stock growing.
eoentry for over a century; tu our laws. dip. mitten' of Justice in securing the en- don or union, not of attacks upon
and Pacific cable legislation hail the
cor- eouven•
marksmanship be granted. 111 battle It is • territory of meat size and varied reour sustained and continuous policies. tennoanent of this law, but much more porations nil such nor upon unions
been the subject of consideration by the the
only
as congress for
that count are the shots mources, welt fitted to support it large perinandlart
above all, to the high individual average cotial be done if congress would make a such, for some of the most farreachlng
several years, it seemed to that hit. shots
It
neeessary to provide ample reputation. Alaska meta • plod land law and
of our citizenship. Came fortunes have epecial appropriation for this purpose, to benellcent work for our people
has earn me wise to defer action upon the epplica- funds for practice with the great guns tn suit provisions for Isom meads:me preamptiens
been won by those w ho have taken the tie expaeled tusder the direction of the accomplished through both corpora
Lion
until
the
congrese had first an opporHong
of mare. These funds must 'provide ma will enseurate p• Imitate . settlement. We
lead in this phenemenal industrial devel- i &Morn. y generel.
and uniona. Fetch must refrain Mona ar- tunity to act. The conveys adjourned time
stinted shape legelation witii a View rot to the
not (silly for the purchase of
opment. and most of these fortunes have . One propoaition advocated him been the bitrary or tvrannous Interference
With without taking any aceun, leaving the bue for allowances for prizes projectiles.
to encour- eseleiting and Mentioning et Die territory, len
bein won not by doing eve, but as nn in- I red um Ion ef the ta riff as a means of the righta of others. organized
twitter in exactly the same condition in age
cattail
the
gun
crews. and especially the gun to the building up of homes therein. The land
cident to action which has benented the , reaching the evile of the trusts which fall and organized latter alike should reniem- which it stood when the congress
con- pointers, and for perfecting an intelligent
laws shoule be liberal in type. iso as to hold out
community as a whole. Never before has within the eat tt gory I have described. bee that in the long run the interest
vened.
of
seitern
under
which alone it is possible to Panne:mins to the actual settler whom we mpis
material well being been so widely dif- Mot merely would this be wholly Metter- each must be brought into harmony
Meanwhile it appears that the Commer- get good practice.
.1. ere en se.. take 1,0OMMOti of the cousitry. The
With
fused among our people. Great fortunea , live. boot the diversion of our efforts in Um interest of the general public,
cial Pacific Cable company had promptly
Meets of Alaska should be protected, and, as •
There slimed be no halt In the
have bmm accumulated, and yet in the I emit edict:01mi would tnean the alien- conduct of each must conform and the proeeeded with
to the
preparations for laying its building up the navy, providingwork of seconaary but atilt important nutter. the game
aggregate these fortunes tire small in-' donne nt cf all intelligent attempt to do fundamental rules of obedience
every also, and at the
cable. It also made application to the year additional fighting
same time it a imperative that
deed schen compared to the wealth of the ; mime mith these evils. Many of the lar- law, of individual freedom and of to the president
craft.
We
are
a
for access to said use of sound- very rich country, vast in
the
people its a whole. The p in people are I gest • mor .. mns. ninny of those which and fair denling toward all. Each justice ings
extent of terri- der meters should he snowed to eat timber, untaken by the United States steamship tory ma great In population,
should
preper regulatierte for their own use. Laws
better oft than they have ever been be- should ermittly be included in any proper remember that In addition to
a
country.
power It Nero fur the purpuse of discovering a moreover, which has an army
elicited he enacted to protectethe AlaNksn salmon
fore. The insurance co
antes, which ncherre of regulation, would not be af- must st rive after the rea!teat
diminutive
of practicuble route for a tranepacific cable, indeed when- compared
that of any Mamie, against the greed which would destroy
are practically mutual besetit societies-. Shame in the alighteet degree by a change healthy, lofty and generous ideal*. ion
Every' the company urging that with access to other first class power. with
them. They Mould be present-4 as • permenest
eepecially helpful to men of moderate iii the tariff. save as such change inter- employer, ev. ry wageworker,
We
have
deliberindialry and fool ntHily. 11.1r tranaietnent.
must be these soundings It could complete its cable ately mule our own certain
means-represent accumulations of capi- fered thitit the general prosperity of the guarenteett Ms Ilherty and his right
foreign poli- •ild
to do much sooner than if it were required to cies which demand -the
ahead! he turned over to the C011itMill.
tal which are among the largest In this comery. Tee only relation of the tariff im he Lias eith Ills property or
possession of a sins touter)!
his labor take soundings upon its own ateount. tirst class navy.
of HA and fisheries. Almet Mould ham •
country. There are more deposits in the to I; g corperatIons as a whole is that the so long as lie dors not infringe
The
isthmian canal will delegate
upun
the
Pending
in
the muerte". It would be well if •
consideration
of
this subjet t It greatly increase the efficheley of our navy
savings banks, more owners of farms. tariff makes manufacture* profitable. and Hetes of others. It Is of the Wittiest
Mi. appeared important and desirable to at- if the navy is of
oiiiinal conalUittee could iti.it
Alaska aad
more well paid wageworkerm in thia coun- the tarifa remedy proposed would be in nertance that employer and employee
suffielent Mem but it we tonanintestigme
tach
its
needs on the grimed.
certain
conditions
have
to
the
an
permission
inadmmate navy then the Meldtry now than ever before in our history. efsn't eitap!). to make manufactures un- alike 'Mould endeavor to appreelate
li• dialing with the Indians our aim
should be
uf course when the conditions have fa- profitable. To remove the tariff as a the viewpeint of the other and the inch to examine and use the soundings if it ing of the canal would be merely giving a their
sure should be granted.
eitireate slemptIon into the body of mar
vored the rowth of so much that was punitiye nieasure directed against trusts disaster Out will come upon both
hestage to any power of superior
In the
In consequence of this solicit:Mine et the The Monroe doetrine should be strength. people. let in maim resell this absorption must
good they
ave also favored somewhat would Inevi•ably result in ruin to the long run if either grows tu take as !inlettreated
aa
end should be very iiii,w. In portions of the Incable company certain conditions were the cardinal feature of American
the growth of what was evil. It is emi- weaker competitors who are struggling ual an attitude of sour
foreign dian Terrieory the mixture of blood
and dis- formulated, upon which the prexittent was
has mune on
Intl it Would
nently necessary that we should endeavor against them. Our aim should be not by trust tonard the other. hoetility
tow
de• willing to allow access to these sound- to assert it miless we be worm° than idle at the tanis time with proem, in wraith and
to cut out tnis evil, but let us keep a due nnwiee tariff changes to give foreign prod- serve better of the country than people
tntentied
to
hack
it
elueation, se tied there are pieley of men with
these rep- ings and to consent to the landing anti tire and it cen be
eenee of proportion; let us not in fixing ucts the :Meantime over domestic prod- resentatives botu of capital
hacked up only by a varying degrees of
purity of lielian eteed who
our gaze upon the lesser evil forget the uces. but by proper regulation to give do- and there aro many such -whoanti taiga- laying of the otter, subject to any altera- thoroughly good navy. A good navy Is are
alisolutely indistincuishable iii point ttf email,
greater good. The evils are real, and mestic competition a Mir chance. aria tinually t. bring about good work ton- tions or additions thereto imposed by the not a provocative of war. It is the surest le.liticel
•
and economic amity
understand- elmoress. This was deemed proper, espe- guaranty of peace.
their white
some of them are menacing. but they are this end cannot he rearlied by any tariff ing of this kind. based aupon
sasociales. There are other oil s which have as
wisdom and cially sot It WRS clear that a cable conEaeh indiv
the outgrowth not of misery or decadence. changt s which would atfeet unfavorably upon berme and kindly sympathy
unit of our navy should yet made no
perceivitile Elva
betveettn nection of scene kind with China, a for- be the most eflicient
toward
such
but of prosperity. of the progress of our all doinesee competitors, good and bad employers end employed.
of its kind as regards equality, se try to terse
all, we eign country. was a part of the colnitany's both material and
melt tribes teo fast iv
gigantic industrial development.
This in- iiliki. The question of regulation of the need to remember that anyAbove
personnel that is to be to
their going ferwerd m •II. Moreover,
Med of class plan. This course was, moreover,
dustrial development must not be checked, truets islands apart from the question of animisity in the political
found In the world. I call your special theprevent
in
actribes live tinder widely diateent conditions.
world is, If posbut side by side with It should o such tariff avision.
sible, even more wicked. even more de- cordance with a line of precedents, inelud- attention to the need of providing for the %here a tribe las made consi.leruide
advance and
progrissive regulation as will
iminish
Stabilgy of economic policy must al- structive to national welfare, than sec- Mg President Grant's action in the case 'naming of the ships. Serious trouble lives on fertile framing mil it irepoevible
of
the
first
the evils. We should fall in our duty if ways be the prime economic need
French
threatens
cable.
us
if
explained
w« cannot do better than the Members lands in sevcraltylmuch to allot
to the
tional. race or religious animosity. We
of
this
as is the
congress in his annual messaue of De- we are now doing as regards securing the
we did not try to remedy the evils, but we country. Thls stability should not be foe- ca n get good government
caw welt white settler,. There, are other tribes
only upon condi- cember, 18:5-. and the instance
shall succeed only if we proceed patient- sinzation. The country has acquk.m.
occurring me-vices of a sufficient numbet of the high- wiiere filch a coulee is not dmirable.
sl tion that we keep true to the principles in
On the
ly. with pramical common sense as well in the wiedom of the protective
1S78
of the second French cable (men est type of sallormen, of sea mechanics. arid prattle
terift (dein which this nation was founded and
lanai,
effort should be to induce
Brent to
as resolution. separating the good from principle. It is exceedingly undesirable judge each man not
veteran seamen of our warships are tie banns te leedthe
as a part of a class, Cape Cod. St. Pierre, with a branch o, The
pastoral
rather
than
"triad
the bad and hoiding on to the former that thie system should be destroyee or bet upon his
of
as
high
a type as can he found In any tural hues acid to permit them
individual merits. All that
cto settle in vilwhile endeavoring to get rid of the latter. that there should' bci violent and radical we have a right
These conditions prescribed. among oth- navy which rides the waters of the world. lages rather than to force them
to ask of any man, rich
ieto isolatioa.
in my message to the present congress changes therten. Our past experience or poor,
Ma large Mann acrools situated remote from
whatever his creed, his occupa- er things. a maximum rate for commer- They are unsurpassed in daring. In resoat its first session I discussed at length . shows that great prosperity in thus coun- tion. his hirthplace
lution, in readineste In thorough kneel- any Indian rewriation
or his residencee is cial messages and that the company edge
do a etedial and peculiar
of their professinn. They deserve ev- week ef great importance;
the question of the regulation of those try' has always esntla under a protective tar- that he shall act well
but, excellent
and honorably hy ehould construct a line from the Philip- ery censideration
pine islands to China. there tieing ut presbig corporations commonly doing an in- iff and that the country cannot- prosper his neighbor and by his country.
that can be shown them. these are. an itnnien.ee amount of additionaltheme
We
work
re
ent, as is well known. a British line from Put there are not enough of them. It is mum te done on the reservations theinselvee
terstate business. often watt?some linden- uctier fitful tariff changes at short inter- neither for the rich man as such nor o
no
more
possible
vain.
Moreoter,
to improvise a crew than wrong the old, and, above all, &Meng the young
If the tariff laws as a the poor man as such; we are for the p. Manila to Hongkong.
cy to monopoly, which
it popularly
The representatives of the cable compa- it 13 possible to improvise a warship. To , Indian&
known as trusts. The experience of the whole week well and if business has pros- right man. rich or poor. So far as he
build the finest ship. with the deadliest 1 The first and most important
past year has emphasized. in my opinion, pered under them and is prospering. it is constitutional powers of the national g iv- ny kept these conditional long under con- battery.
'Step toward the
and to send ft anent with a raw : abeoretien of the Indian is to teach
better to endure for a time slight incon- ernment touch these matters of gentiral sidenitIon. continuing in the Ineantinle to
to earn
the desirability of the steps I then pro- veniences
crew,
no matter how brave they were in- , hie lining, yet it if not neamarify tohim
anti
inequalities
le
and
some
schedprepare
vital
for laying the cable: They have.
moment to the nation, H ey
be mourned
posed. A fundamental requisite of social ules gnan to upset businees
woeld
be to
disaster if a ; that in sate community all indigos must LK-f
,
Ille
eRiclency is a high standard of individual aria tuo radical changes. It by too quick should be exercised in conformity with however, at length acceded to them, and f•m cf average capacity irmire
either Mars of the soil er stock raisers. Tbsir
were encountered
is most ear- the principles above set forth.
an all American line betwt•en our Pacific
energy and excellence, but this is in no- n,stly to be wished that we could treat
It is earnestly hoped that a secretary of eoast and the Chinese empire by way of Neithcr slaps rem men can be improvised industries nay properly bet divereined. and those
wise inconsistent with power to act in the tariff from the standpoint solely of commerce
I who show FiX.Viiti destre or adeptsbisity for indus•
may be created. with a seat in Honolulu and the Philippine islands is when war has begun.
combination for alms which cannot so our business needs. It is. perhaps. too the cos-tenet.
We need a thi usand additional officers ' trial or even commercial purseim should
The rapid
be enof thus provided tor and is expected within In order to preperly man
well be achieved by the Individual acting much to hope that partisanship may be questions affecting labor multiplication
the ships now muraged so far as pramicuble to:follow out each
a few months to be ready for business.
and
capital,
he
alone. A fundamental base of civilization entirely exceeded from consideration of growth and complexity of the
Among the conditiona Is one rezerving prnveled for and under construction. The , his own bent.
urgent
classes
the
subject.
at
the
but
at
least
I
naval
Every
it can be made Maus through which both labor and capi- the power of the congress to modify or reschool nt Annapolis
is the inviolability of property; but this is
effort sheuld be made tii develop the Inin nowise inconsistent, with the right of secondary to the business interests ot the tal now find expression. the steady tend- peal any or all of them. A copy of thd shone!he greatly enlarged. At the same - dim) along Me lines of natural imtituide and to
time that we thus add the offirers where encourage the existing native ineustries peculiar
society to regelate the exercise of the country-that la to the interests of our ency toward the employment of capital in comlitiona Is herewith transmitted.
we
people
as a whole. Unquetstionably these huge corporations and the
need them. we should facilitate the re- to certain tribes. such as the Carious kinds of
artificial powers whfreh it confers upon the
Of Perto itico it is only necessary to say
wonderful
business interests will best be served if strides of this country
of those nt the head of the list beeket weaving, canoe Melding, (with work anti
owners of property 'under the name of cor- togetler
toward leadermhip that the aroseerity of the island and the tirement
with fixity of principle as re- In the International business
wisdom aith which it has been governed whose usefulnese hne become impaired. blanket work. Alcove all. the Indian bois me
porate franchises in such a wav as to
world
justify
ards the tariff we combine a sestem an urgent demand
Promotion must he fostered It the service girls should lie given confident cernmand of colhave
Imen
stieh
for
as to mike It serve as an Is to be
the creatien of
prevent the misuse of these powers. Cor- which will permit us from time
kept et/Mb:mt.
loquial English and Mould maintain, I* prepared
to time
porations, and espeeially combinations of make the nesessary reapplication of to such a position. Substantially all the exatraple ef all that is best In insular adThe lamentable scarcity of ,officers and for a vigorous struggle with the tonditions under
the
corporations. should be managed under principle to the shifting national neeas. leading commercial bodies in this ceuntry ministration.
the
which their people live rather than for immedilarge
number
of
reerults
and
of
have
ununited
In requesting its creation. It
On July 4 last. on the one hundred and stilted men
public regulation. Experience has shown We must take scrupulous care that the la
necessarily put aboard the ate steerption into eome more highly developed
desirable that some sueh measure as twenty-sixth anniversary of the deellarathat under our system of government the reapplication shall be made in such a way that which has
new
community.
vessels
as
they
have
been
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J. J. BACKUS, M. D..
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tries and of commerce. net only in the world. It will be of admintege to us in- , stand above their compeers
scli:aLsdthteomus: compatible with living therein it sbould be Med
t lte tpits
e til:e..
inne
t7ve
t i.,n,,,iniuletreriaf ro
fate
in tiny ether
as it originally wag. for the same ?teems that
amount. but In the chat-meter of circula. dustriany and also net Improving our mil- military
Telephone 74-41.
eervice.
Every
effort shoutd be
eon, and of making all kinds et money nary position. It will be of advantage
we keep Mount Vernen as it ortainalta wee The
made by training. by reward of merit: by the same taro, ..r il pa.,orc land Ott hit brother, stately
simplicity. tut its arcluitectum is an exinterehatatesiee and, at the will of the the countries of -tropical America. It to
scrutiny
is
Into
their
careers
and
capacity.
me heinsen ieme is same' to tee of arable land. foreman tsf the Miiara.-:er Id the Mooed in whirdt
holder. -.invertible Into the established earnestly to be hoped that all of these
to keep them of the fume high relative One hundree an! testy asses of hilly rich gel it was built anq is in accord with Ile pnrisms.
gold standatel.
1 conntries will do as some of them have exit. Pence throughout their careers.
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I again cal your attention to the need already done with signal success and will
The measure providing for tire re-organpreserve sech lei lid itial as hir,ini num intents
of priming a proper immigration law, coy- Invite to their shores tomMeree and Im- ization
of
militia
the
system
end
for
see
es
no
one
embi
get
a
living
from
lin germ of which ksep alive our sense of continulty vvith the
sting the mate outlined in my message Prove their Material conditional by'
,
cog- curteg the highest efficiency in the natirtn- my melee land (nestle et mitperting
at the nationes past.
to you at tn. first seesion of the pt.«. nt rising that stability and order are the al
guard, which has silently teemed the °mom only otte heal ef came ro may ten sae&
The r•perts of the several eit-cultire stemart.
congress. Substantially such a bill has preretresites of successful development. house,
should reeetvei prompt attention
J. B. WA DIINGTON, M. Ds
already' patient V-- hettee.
'No independent nation in America need •nd action. It is of great Importenre that hi the past grest irsms te ths poslie amain giants are submitted to the saner,r with this
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A BROOKLYN BELLE
Pe-ru-na Promptly
Saved Her Life.

THREATENED WITI1
CONSUMPTION,

Miss Alice O'Neil, 812 Adams
write.:

street, Brooklyn, N.T.,

"I cannot say

too much in
a year ago I was completely favor of Perna& Ahom!
worn out. had a Strions
cold and a hard cough which
seemed to be In danger of
affecting my lungs. If my
system had been in a stronge
..„ Mon It would
have been much easIert
e
brow off this cold, but I could
not seem to
y relief until! took Peruna,
and 1 mu
that It did the work
thoroughly. Witrti
a
week I could see a wonderful
nd I took Perim'four weeks andImprovement,
am in perfect
health now."

HARVEST OF DEATH, DON'T LISTEN AFTER SRDIERS
NORTH CHRISTIAN NON°.
-GitAb'RRIAN IS DEAD.

Mrs. Chloe Williams Copes
Passes Away.—Necrolog.
ical Notes.

ALICI3

Athens PiMoilenti GO a limmody kw

All Mamas* of Winter, Couglill•
Colds and Catarrh.
Ths• PRO= cures catarrh, coughs, colds, M well known to both Pot
Issilkwat profession end

the people generally. It is undoubted]: Les meet
poptalar randy for this Glass of diseases Ps tydr*rrni
Akira tr,et following
Iselsest
las-eurea Ceres a Cold at tn.°stmt.
-InasI. M. Isaacs, Armstrong, Pe., "A few doses never fails to cure me
Vies-Ftusideat of the Fortnightly Club, of a cold and I keep well through its
tule.”-Miss E.IL lasses.
wettest
oNo one who has teed the comforts
Hon. W. J. Farman, ex-member .of
Perms brings would ever be without it. Congress from Florida, writes from 1428
limed to dread the slightest cold, as its Q street, N. W., Washington, D. C., as
nansequenese were so lengthy and so follows:
mitplemant,and the catarrhal condition
"From representations to me and
wields Invariably followed so hard to my own experience
I feel Justified In
pi Adel,bat Awes I have known of the recommending your
Peruna to any and
bleasedl relief secured through the use of an persons suffering
with catarrh,
reftem,I aim free fT0111 all this unpleee• wervousneu or stomach
trouble& I
111111sese and mitering.
sward It as a vest toile and rolonfr

Enlistments Wanted for Engineer, Hospital And
Signal Corps.

ity, dries weakening drains, heals

'

Science who is the true Jack the
Giant Killer plays also a more important role
as Jack the Ghost Killer. Year after year
Ii
science lays a certain number of ghosts which of
old time have haunted the paths ;of life and gibbered warnings of disa.ster which have paled
healthy cheeks and chilled warm blood. Has not
the Ole
young woman seen that hollow-eyed, sunken
-checked
ghost of broken-down womanhood', who walks
seeking
her oldtime health and beauty, and moans
11,
perpetually,
"lost! lost!"
•
Science has laid that ghost forever. It used to
be a part
of a woman's creed that she was born to suffering;
that womanly diseases must in general be accepted as a
curse laid upon
her, and that walking in the very path which
nature ordained,
she must perforce sacrifice health, and beauty
to love and duty.
Science in the form of Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription has long
tago disproved such a theory, by curing
the womanly diseases 11Vt,
which undermine the general health and which
make the cheek
hollow and the body thin.
.
1111
11611

1

Sergeant Frank Tompkins of the
ulceration and Louisville Recruiting Station will
cures female weakopen a sub-recruiting station at
ness.
'With pleasure I Hopkinsville from Dec 3rd to
Dee.
seed a few lines to let
you know that I feel 17th, 1902 with headquarters at the
much better than for
eight years before tak- office of Dr. John W.
Hamad.
ing your 'Favorite
Prescription,' writes
Enlistments
are
for
the engineer
Mrs. Pierce Geise, of
ara West Philadelphia corrs, hospital
corps and signal
Street,
York,
Penn's.
place at 4 o'clock this afternoon, and
Will recommend Dr.
Pierce's medicine to every person who may in- corps.
the remains will be interred in the quire
as to what it has done for me. 1 was
Applicants must be between ages
troubled with female weakness and began to
family burying ground.
think I would never be well. 1(1 had continued
of
21 and 36, of good habits and oharthe treatment prescribed by my doctor I don't
know what would have acorn, of me. When
your treatment was commenced my weight was acter and speak, road and write the '
Prof. and Mrs. Aaron Williams, tat Ilm.; at present it la tea. Have healthy color
English language.
and my friends is I
well. My best (hanks
formerly of this city, but now living to you and my best look
wishes too, for what you
An excellent opportunity to young i
have done form,'
"I had been a sufferer from inflammation of
In Guthrie, have received news of
ovaries for six years, and att ii
men
with trades to enter the 'Ingle"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
doctored with good physicians, receiving only
the death of their daughter, Mrs. women strong, sick women well. Actemporary
relief," writes Mrs.
neer corps is offered.
B. W. Starkweather, of Despatch, Monroe
Co., N. V. "For nearly two
Chloe Williams Copes, in Texas. cept no substitute for the medicine
years of that time I had falling of uterus and general
which works wonders for weak women.
female weakness. In
Mrs. Copes was a women of charmThe Common Sense Medical Adviser,
December last I was obliged to go to bed, and
Brumfleid-Seay.
ten weeks. The doctor said the only help for suffered everything for about tt 10
ing personality and her loss is keen- too3 large pages in paper covers, is sent
me
free on receipt of al one-cent stamps to
husband wrote to Dr. R. V. Pierce for advice. Hewas an operation, so my
ly felt by the family and friends.
A quiet hotne wedding took place
pay expense of mailing osly. Address
advised my taking his .1
'
Favorite
Prescription.
' I did so and could see a
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
-at the homo of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
doses. In about three days I was sitting up in change after taking three
Mr. NADI Williams, of ManningElkin, on College street Wednesday
I had my clothes on. Am getting better all thebed, and in a week's time
time, and I have not felt
Accepts Call.
ton, died yesterday. He was sixtyevening at 6;30 o'clock, Miss Jusie
so well in years—thauks to Dr. Pierce."
nine years of age. The remains will
Seay and Mr. Sam Brumfield, of
Weak and sick women are invited to consult
be interred today at olti Petersburg
The Rev. Roger L. Clark, pastor
Dr. Pierce by
Hopkinsville, were united in marburying ground, limier the auspices
letter,
free. All correspondence is held as strictly
of the Christian church at Crofton
of the Masonic fraternity.
riage in the presence of only • few
private and
and Calls. hes accepted a cell from
sacredly confidential. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.
tho congregati in of the Mayfield friends and the immediate relatives,
If you are led to the purchase of "Favorite
Mrs. Susan West died at her home Christian church.
by Rev. R. R. Acree, of the Baptist
Prescription" benear this city Thursday night et a
cause
of its remarkable cures of other women,
church.
Time
announcemen
t of the
complication of trouble-et, aged • evendo not accept a
He Found a Cure.
ty-thrte years. She was a member
marriage will be quite a surprise to
substitute which has none of these cures to its credit.
of the Baptist church.
R. H. Foster, 318 S. 2d Street, Salt their many frienes iii this city. bliss
Lake City, writes: "I have been Seay is a pretty young lady who is
You Know What You Are
is the key note of Dr. Pierce's famous
bothered with dyspepsia or indiges- well known here.
Mr. Brumfield is
Taking.
work, the
tion for 21 years, have tried many
When you take tirovels Tasteless
a young busidess man of Madisonviser. The book contains more than one Common Sense Medical Addoctors without relief, but I have
Chill Tomic because the formula is
thousand large pages and is
ville Ky. The couple left for their
for such afflictions. I, and others
sent FREE In oloth binding for 31 one-cent
lb plainly printed on every bottle show- found a cure in Herbine. I recomstamps to pay expense of
whom I recommended it, are using
mend it to all my friends, who are new home on the 7:47 train the same
mailing ONLY. For paper covered book
ing that it is simply Iron and Quinine
send
it now with beneficial results."..-.W.
only 21 stamps.
in a tasteless form. No cure No pay afflicted that way and it is curing evening.- Clarksville Leaf-ChronJ. Furman.
Address Dr. R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo, N. Y.
icle,
them, too. 60c at C. K. Wyly'm
50c.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Peruna
directly attributed to Isaac's favoritism • father will not make
a child learn
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving •
for his eldest son and Itebekah's favor- to obey him, then he is very
apt to let
full statement of your case,and he will
Rime for her younger boy. And many a child learn to despise
him.
be pleased to give you his valuable adand many .. home is broken up today
I used to be very harsh in my con- lien. He said: "Oh, faithful servant,
vice gratis.
because fathers autl mothers will per- demnation of parents
who were over- you have builded for me a palace. You
aist
in she -sing preference for one child ludulgeht and would not
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
tyour
compel obedi- Mandell tt in the hearts of my people.
you have heacaciies, tong-r.e is coated, -.-Atd brezr
at the expeuee of the affection they ence upon the part of
The Flattnian Sanitarium, Columbus,
:
:vi
ebo
1,".i.tfle
their children. You, have builded its white walls out
conought to show for their other children.
stipated, bad taste in tht month? It
19
Ohio.
But the older I grew the more lenient of the tombstones which you have
Parental favoritism
has
not
caused
all
of
erected
these
I
became
In my criticism of this evil. I
over the graves of the deedsymptcms,
By Rev.
many it boy or girl to be skeptical have found out that
tyhoeunr sliocivmere. of them? It's
the invariable You have jeweled it with tile tears
FRANK DE WITT TALMAGE.D.D..
of a father's or a mother's love-the
Mr. Reden Long,aged ninety yeals
the last of a family of fifteen children, died last night at his home
near Crofton. He was one of the
best known men In North Christian.
He was a member of the Christian
church. Funeral services will take

TINA? IFROPLI SAT

Pierce's Favorite
Prescription.
It
cures the womanly
diseases which undermine the
strength.
It es-

GHOS

SUS-RECRUITING 8T A TION TO BE OPENED

tablishes regular-

From Elatnroay's daily.

ss Alice O'Neil.

To what people say when they would
discourage your hope of exchanging
womanly weaknete and sickness for perfect health. Women who have been
invalids for years, scarcely able to be rip
half the time, and
the other half of
their time spent in
bed, have been
made healthy,
hearty women by
the use of Doctor

Inflammation and

COMMON SENSE

TALMAGE
SERMON

JUDGE HAMAN NOT IN RICE AND COURT OF CLAIMS
FOR MD, BECKHAM FOR GOVERNOR

FisfourLiVer'

reason why most parents are over- you have wiped away. You have made
same kind of skepticism which, in lenieet with their children
la because my palace echo with the sweetest Of
India, a little girl had who a few years they have a family plot in
which they songs; for those songs are the echoing
ago made a slgmmiticant comparison to have buried some of their
little ones. It sobs which you have stilled." So, like
an American missionary. In India a Is on account of the little pale faces
is a
of the king of old, who sent his messenChicago, Nov. 30.-In today's sermon
daughter is supposed to be of such a the dead that they shrink
from causing ger into the far cuuntry. God se ids us
natural
Rev. F. De Witt Talmage utters words low order
of creation that some Mo- tears to flow over the rosy cheeks of forth as parents on a
most Important
vegetable remedy:
MAGISTRATES MEET IN of counsel to parents and children from hammedan priests assert that women
the living. "It is all well enough for mission. By our example-s and self
containing no mineral or
ity. a questios, at some of the other
the text Proverbs rex. 17. "The eye have no souls and no hereafter. And you. Mr.
Talmage, to Kay that I ought sacrifleing love, we are to !mid the
MONTHLY SESSION
narcotic poisons. It will correct
that mocketh at his father and desphe so one day when this little girl was to be stricter with
candidates hah-raised?" "I; don't
my children," once palace of purity in the hearts of our
any or all symptoms, make your health,
trying
to describe God's love for her said a member of my church, "but I children. What we do
rib to obey his mother the ravens of
SAYS HIS ELICIBILITY IS think there is any difficulty on that
invariably deappetite and spirits good. At druggists, 50 cents.
the valley shall pick it outAnd the sex she said, "Why, It Is the small- have already buried two of my babies. eides bow oar children shall live' and
score. I am satisfied he is eligible.
CERTAIN.
est love in the world, if It is a love!" and I am living in constant
die,
young eagles shall eat it."
it
decides their eternal welfare.
fear that I
"How small is that?" asked the lady may have to bury may other two.
Should he be elected the question Reports of Road Supervisor
They The Influence of noble Christian parHorrible is the Solomonic word picmissionary.
"Oh,
very,
very
small."
are all that I have left"
ents upon the livte of their children
will never be heard of afterward."
and Special Commisture. The gibbet, the stenchful corpse,
"But how small?" "Why," answered
But, fathers and mothers, though cannot be described better by rue Is'
the skeleton prctruding through the the young
"Well, what do you think of a priIndian
sioner Received.
maiden, "the love of you may have buried two of your chil- closing than by telling the history
of'
torn and mortifying flesh, the feathered God for us women is as small-it
mary election to select a candidate
is as dren. remember that you are not just my old home, the home of my boyhood!
i MAKE A SPECIALTY el NERVOUS DISUSES.
gormandizers banqueting upon the car- small as the love my father felt for me to the
living unless you teach them the
My father and mother had a large
for the offices?"
rion, the clanging, rusty chains holding on the day that I was born." May laws of filial obedience. A disobedient brood-we
I have been ea
Hy moccasin' in the treatment
were seven. I never knew
of iervesse
"I have from the first been in fa- From Saturday's dall y
easel Oldtelipsio.
aloft the putrefying mass- these are God never allow you, 0 father aud son invariably means a willful, way- any one of those seven children
to have
1 not only cure Nervous troubles but I can pint 15
to 30 pounds of waken on a thin delicate woman or
Favors State Primary and vor of a primary, would at least like
The November meeting of the fis- the theme of my text. It is a warning mother, to inatill such a distorted ward, selfish, petulant, unbalanced and more imlulgence than the other?. Each
man in 3U to 90 days. I can develop the lungs and
to see it tried one time. I believe it cal court of Christian county was to all boys and girls, as well as to all Idea of parental affection into any God defying man. An undutiful daugh- had the full measure of a parent's love.
enlarge the cast 3 tofu incJnem is MO to 90dz
.
!
atm
Predicts For It Greatchild's mind and heart on account of ter generally mean, a quick tempered. When troubles
Spinal
and Nervous diseases of children.
came
grown
to
men
women,
that
and
that
home, and
filial conwould avoid some of the evils that held yesterday. All the members
Headaches, Chronic Cansdpatioa and Chronic Cafavoritism for some of your children sinful, ungovernable woman, who will many troul-les
did
come,
est Success.
we always
tempt Is never justifiable in God's sight.
tarrh disappear forever under this @pod& treatment
at the expense of the others. May God ultimately despise and trample upon all found that father
seem to be inseparable from state were present and Judge Fowler preIn addition to my own eapsal treat/mast I use so
and mother had a
No matter what our parents may do or
the modern ayntems of cure, Mediate, Osteopathy,
Inspire every one of you to teach your pure love.
was
It
because
divine
Queen
strength given to them to bear
conventioes."
say, we must always respect and honor
sided.
Electricity,Superheated Air,Scientific Feeding,Namboys and girls that each one of them Agrippina laughed at her little, willful those troubles. Way
ing, etc., etc.
back In the dim
"Is the expense an objection?"
Thu, treatment is given rely in my Office and SaeThe report of Road Supervisor T. them, because they are our father and has a full measure of your love! May boy, Nero, who doubled up his tiny past, long before Ewan
born, they had
mother. If we ever allow ourselves to
itanum. Beet of accommodatione tor out.cii-towe pa(Special to New Brat
God inspire all parents to treat all fiats and struck at her, that she was set up the family altar.
"No. There can't be any doubt, I J. McReynolds showed that during
tients. CA11 or write tor further inhalation,
I was carried
despise them, then we shall incur the
their children alike, with the eseeption compelled to live to see the day when to that sacred altar
HENDERSON, Ky., Nov. 28.-In should think, that good, reliable the month he had
when so young
Dr. FREDERICK DeRAVEN,
expended $2,186.09 anger of God, who by one of the Ten that they should be a little gentler and
the queen mother would have to bare that I sometimes used to fall asleep
Commandments explicitly enjoined that
as interview here this morning the Democrata can easily be found in oe the county
Physician, Surgeon. Ostemetk.
more thoughtful of the child who is her flesh for the fatal stroke of the during the prayers. My
roads.
father and
parents be honored by their offspring.
Office, 819 Fourth Ave„ Louisville, Ky.
Hon. Malcolm Yeaman set at rest each voting place who would be
Squire S. G. Buckner, revenue And with that command public opinion sick, or is (-rippled, like Mephibosheth, royal hirelings who came to do the mother were not bound together so •
who was lame in both his feet!
bidding of a murderous son. Some- mueh by ties of law as by unbreakable
the rumors that he would be &candi- willing to give a few hours' time for agent and
special commissioner, re- Is fully in accord. The son who distimes the unkindest act that a parent ties of love. The first question father
Irrnatiap to Servants.
honors his parents is despised In his
date for the Democratic nomination one day to the good of their party ported that
he had collected from the
Allowing the servant girl to take the can do to a child is to give to the boy always asked when he entered the Apentomery,soutaymelinot
life, and his very memory is gibbeted
for governor. He will not be in the and state, without being paid for it. Louisville
& Nashville railroad $6,- by public contumely after his death. place of maternal and paternal com- or girl a sugar plum when that child home was, "Where is your mother?"
race.
The difference between the time that 508.16, franchise tax for the years He is held up to public scorn and deri- panionship can truly be classed among ought to have, according to the Solo- The first question mother asked when
sion, as were the ancient robbers and parental sins. I would not for an in. motile advice, a good, sound thrashing. she came home was, "Where is your
In reply to the question, Is there would have to he given the precinct 1896 to 1901, and
rwr BEST AS TIM CWEAPC.ST
after deducting his
The sts of Hypocrisy.
father?" They were side by side at
Poir4q.e. pins
state criminals, whose heads used to be Stunt either say or write one word
any probability tbAt you will enter and cmnty conventions, and the commission of
Hypocrisy is the most awful of all the merriage altar. They were side by Penmanp
30 per cent. he had stuck upon long poles and for weeks which would wound the feelings of
,
parental sins. No matter what the side in the Christina training of their
the race?" he replied: "None what- time that wo.ild have to be given to paid over
.Shar7har,g
to the county treasury the exposed to public view from the top of thousands and tens of thousands of father or mother may do, as long
as the children. Hand in hand as partners
young
women
who
have
consecrated
the
arch
of
London
Temple
ever. Some of the local papers have a primary election, is so small that sum of $4,566.71.
Bar until at
4Ty409711,7
f
child can firmly believe that his par- they spread two tables for their chilThe report was last all the flesh
disappeared and noth- their lives to the noble calling of nunteTilefraiihy;
mentioned the matter, but what has it is hardly worth considering.
ents
consecrated,
living
are
godly,
pare
dren.
The
one
girl's
was
for
work.
the
Some
sacred
comof
mightiest
I formally ttecepted.
the
ing remained but the bleached skulls.
and noble lives, that child is bound to munion of family worship; the other
been maid was not of my. procure- predict that if we should hold one
But though God denounces children men of the ages have testified that
Two men who had erroneously
foot of the cross with bands of was the dining table, where we chil0‘,..d Toe
who despise their parents, no matter they would never have been what they the
ment. I have not now, and never state Democratic primary, we will paid
poll taxes were refunded their how heinous
were hut for the self sacrificing love of steel, but when the child believes that dren were taught to love one another. eidalsfas
the
parental
sins
and
bare had, the least desire to become never have anothei State
his mother and father are leading hypo- Christ was asked to sit at both tables.
Democrat- money.
shortcomings may be, yet ris I begin to their nurses, who not only rocked them
That parental influence in the home
to sleep when they were tired, but also critical lives,.pretending one thing to
a candidate for the office, nor any ic convention, except in relation
Seven experienced teachers, each one a specialist in his
study
my
text
in
connection
its
with
After allowing themself $3 each for
to
line. We are
the world and living another kind of of my childhood was a blessed one. In now in our new home N.
E. Cor. Second and Walnut streets. The finest
other passages of Scripture the more started their little feet in the paths of
desire to be brought into notice in presidential elections. And I don't their
life at borne, as a rule, there Is very lit- my college days I used to cherish the and best arranged school building in
services, the magistrates ad- I find that many
rectitude
and
piety.
The
Earl
of
the
South. Visitors always welcome.
of the most common
that connection, net even a wish to snow any reason why county
tle temporal or spiritual hope for the hope that that influence might be con- School open all year. Students can enter at anytime.
and journed.
filial sins can be traced back to paren- Shaftesbury declared that the greatest
714eodetwly
child.
parents
generally
Bad
have
bad
tinued
In
my
own
Inspiration
home
E. J. WRIGHT. President
by
earthly
the
true
start the report in order to get a district primaries, where they are
for
a
religious life was
tal sins. Some years ago, upon the
to
children. The sins of those fathers and presence of my father and mother,
chance to deny it, and you needn't to be held stall, might not very well Ballard's Horehound Syrup. Holstein ranch in California, three lit- Instilled into him by the faithfulness mothers are visited upon the children,
who I hoped would pass the twilight
tle orioles were taken from a nest and of Ills Christian nurse. The mighty
even to the third and fourth genera- of their lives by my own fireside. But
deny it now unless you want to."
be held ou the samo day as the priconfined within a birdcage. No sooner potentate, the late Alexander III., the
God willed it otherwise. On Aug. 5,
"Well, what do you think of the mary. It would reduce the number Immediately relieves hoarse croupy was this done than the mother bird ap- czar of all the Russia*, honored the
Sometimes the reverse of this rule 1895, the death angel came to summon
°laugh, oppressed, rattling, rasping
tions
peared and tried to liberate her young. faithfulness and the devoted love of
mos for governor, generally?" "I of elections and reduce the cost
per and difficult breathing. Henry C. Falling in this, she flew away and his nurse. Surrounded by the grand seems to be true. Good parents, also, one of that living twain. On April 12,
don't know much about it. I am for candidate, if there is to be any
for awhile may seem to have bad chil- 1e02, the some messenger came and
cost." Stearns, druggist, Shullsburg, Wis- brought to her incarcerated babies a tlukee of Russia for three long miles
Mr. Beckham. In the part of a term
consin, May 20, 1901: "I have been sprig of the deadly larkspur. In a few he followed afoot after the hearse dren, but if you will carefully study called the other: They have passed
the history of different Christian homes Into the glorious presence where duty
selling Ballard's Horehound Syrup minutes those three fledgelings with which carried the mortal remains of
Native of Hopkinsville.
that be has served, he has made an
that dear friend through a blinding you will generally-aye, I believe al well done receives its reward. To me
foaming
mouths
dead
lay
in
botthe
for
two
years
and have never had a
ezeellent governor, has shown good
snowstorm out to the Royal mauso- ways-find that the children of conse- is left only the hallowed memory of
A San Francisco paper contains preparation that has given better tom of the cage. If the mother bird leum of St. I'etershurg. And as the crated, godly parents who have trained their wise and tender training, which
NAP:ma t, been careful, contieientnot
could
free
her young, then she presatisfaction. I notice when I sell a
them up In the way they should go will remain with me an influence and
ferred to kill them. How often, alas, dying French soldier, writhing under
load and wise in all of his official the following notice:
bottle they come back for more. I
will always turn out right, while those an example to the end of my life. By
have human parents seen their off- the surgeon's knife, cried out, "Doctor,
Davis
-In
this
city,
November
21, can honestly recommend it." 26c,
hypocritical parents who do not train my oven experience I commend to you.
sets and has made U0 mistakes.
spring in a captivity to sin to which cut a little deeper, and you will see
up their children right will ultimately 0 fathers and mothers. this duty of
He bas been tried and shown him- Charles D. Davis, belored husband 50c and $1 at C. K. Wyly's.
death would have been preferable, and pictured upon my heart the face of the
have their children turn out wrong.
parental care and solicitude. May God
the saddest reflection they can have is mighty emperor." so, many of us, if
self worthy and competent. The ex- of Maria Eva Davis, and beloved
Good aid Dr. Alexander of Princeton help you to perforni it so efficiently
we cut down into the hearts of the
that
captivity
this
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of
result
the
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college once preached upon this text: that when you pass from earth into
„
perience he has bad and his knowl- father of Dade Davis, a native of
moral poison they have themselves ad- faithful servants who have watched
"Train up a child In the way be should the glories ef ben vu n your children
edge of the business C•3nnected with Hopkinsville, Ky., aged 37 years aud
The pastors of the churches of the ministered. By thoughtless mistakes over us in our childhood, could there
^o
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find our own faces, because the hearts go, and when he is old he will not de- may rise rp to call you blessed. May
e, C.the office would be of great service to 10 months. A member of the Frater- city are arranging for a number of and culpable negligence they may have
(Pk of
these faithful servitors beat with part from it." He preached to prove God answer this prayer eif an anxious
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the sermon was over some of Dr. Alex- ful chile:rem
November 23, at 10 o'clock, from his night serviced at the Methodist which oeglectful and aelfish
the person by keeping the shoulders in a straight line.
and sinful father or mother can afford to delegate ander's friends said to him: ''Professor,
church; the week of prayer at the
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WATER, NOT OIL

The members of the Sand Lick Development company which recently
shot the oil well near Crofton bare
about given up their hopes of reap Mg any reward for tSeir money and
efforts spent in the undertaking as
the flow of gas has greatly diminished and there is no show of oil yet.
However, it few days ago a cistern
on the farm of Mr.,Adams, two miles
from the weU, all at once began to
gash a large stream of water and at

dissented front the opinion of the
Special to New Era.)
Republican judges.
four
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 3.-As
have juries in the circuit
Twice
their
was to have been expected from
Goebel court declared Powers to be guilty
past
the
partisan
in
records
Yrom Wednesday's doll!.
assassination matter. Judges O'Rear, as an accessory in the assassination
Ker-chunk!
Burnam, Guffy and Dultelle, the :of Gov. Goebel and both times the
the
thuds
sickening
With dull,
majority of the appellate
heads of all the Democrats holding four Republican members of the Republieen
on
the most trivial grounds
offices uuder appointment by the court of appeals, today handed down court has
now trials. At each of
granted
him
fiscal court fell on the political block a decision in the Caleb Powers case
fixed Powers' punishjury
the
trial's
trial,
this morning. The cleaver was granting Powers another
imprisonment in the
life
at
merit
Judge
:
by
The
opinion
written
was
wielded by the Republican magispenitentiary.
reason
gave
only
one
O'Rear.
and
he
County
trates, mightily assisted by
As soon as the circuit court is offiJudge W. T. Fowler and County At- for the reversal of the judgment of
notified of the appellate court's
cially
refusal
of
the
court-the
circuit
Anderson.
torney Otho H.
action Judge Cantrill will set a date
It was done in a monotonously Judge Cantril to vacate the bench '
Caleb Powers' third trial. which
for
simple way, md each Democratic on Powers' affidavit.
probably be his last One.
will
White
and
Judges Hobson,Paynter
official was led as A sheep to the
slaughter and was like a lamb dumb

Coy. Beckham In Lead.

matter.
After decapitating the Democrats
A special Frankfort ilespatesh to
the following Republicans were apttfis Louisville Post says:
A feature of the gossip that is go- pointed:
George U. Clark, workhouse maning the rounds since the primary call
ager.
Is the increased number of politicians
Henry C. Meyers, poorhouse keepwho admit that Gov. Beckham is
far and away the strongest candi- er.

nominated easily.
.4 well known politician likens the
Governor's race to the United States
senatorial race of last winter, and
says that Beek ham figures in the
scramble as McCreary did in that
race.
Mr. Beckham came into office with
many enemies. and there has been
great disaffection on Capitol Square
between
friends
and
advisers
of the executive and several other
politiana
But those who are
most violently opposed to the Governor's selection of political allies on
Capitol Square have to admit that
he has made a conservative governor, and that if he has been influeuced
in his conduct of the office by advisers then the advice must have been
fairly sound, since be has acted with
discretion in most instance*, and
barring the Alvey pardon matter, in
which the pressure was brought to
bear from Louisville and by the party leaders instead of by Frankfort
politicians,
he ha. made
few
"breaks.''
Among the rank and file of the
Democratic party respect
r Gov.
Beckham hits grown wi
he past
year, and today he is.
e Evening Post predicted
that he

December Weather
As Hicks Sees It.

Weather Prophet Hicks forecasts
abolished.
weather as follows:
December
The orders made provided that the
time
2nd to 4th, inclusive,
From
new officials enter immediately
rain and snow, will
cloudiness,
with
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upon the discharge of their
the country.
across
castwardly
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of
victims
the
are
The officers who
follow the
to
sure
The
cold
weather
follows:
are
as
the action
first storm period of the mouth will
S.(I. Buckner, revenue agent.
T. J. McReynolds, road supervn moderate on and touching the 7th
and 8th, barometer will fall, wiuds
sot.

One small bottle of Hall's(=rest Discovery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel. cures diabetes, seminal emissions, weak and
lame backs, rheumatism and all irregularities of the kidneys and bladder in both men and women, regulates bladder troubles in children.
If not sold by your druggiat will be
sent by mail on receipt of $1. One
small bottle Is two mouths treatJ. Walter Knight, county treasment and will cure any cane above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole urer.
manufacturer. P. 0. Box 729, St.
W. T. Vaughn. workhouse manaLouis. Mo. Send for testimonials.
Sold by all druggist's and T. D. Arm- ger.
stead
F. P. Thomas. county physician.
Lucian
E. Barnes. delinquent tax
READ THIS.
collector.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 7, 1901.
This is to certify that I was troublThe hot haste of the Republicans
ed with kidney and bladder di/lames
and
kinsmen
their
put
to
for three years and found nothing to
relieve me until I tried The Texas friends
in office wa s a genWonder, Hall's Great Discovery,
which has given me positive relief eral surprise and characteristiand I think a permanent cure.
cally high handed, even refusing to
JAS. M. HIPKINS.
allow attorneys of the men to be removed to present the law in the

mitting that be has the beat of it,
with the machine and the people
both behind him, and that he will be
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ed blizzards in the north au 1 wet
will be very natural on and about
the 14th and 15th. Behind these
storms look for a very high barometer, with severe winter gales from
the northwest, and cold wave that

will be felt in varying degrees to the
southern coasts.
All through this part of the month
will drop around to southerly, and continued tendency to winter storms
more rain, turning to snow, west and will prevail, but a marked return to

From Wednesday's daily.
The high wind yesterday caused
considerable damage in several parts
of the city. Two large trees standing
near the fence on Seventh street on
the campus of South Kentucky College were blown down, falling across
the street and breaking the electric
light wire. For a time it was thought
the wires would not be connected in
time to furnish lights, but the acesdent only caused a short delay.
A large piece of tin was blown off
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People Enthusiastic.

Buys Cunn Place.

Cure Crip In Two Days

Mem lisset

kaatare

el

leta

Laxative Bromo Quinine removes
the cause. E. W. Grave's signature
on very box.
Price 26 cents. w-efim

north, will pass eastwardly across storm conditions, with general rain
the country. On and about the 8th, and may be expected about the 19th
general rains with possible lightning to 21st. On the 21st these reactional
and tbunder southward. are probe- storms will culminate in possib:s
able. In all reasonable probability winter thunder. wind and rain, esa wide and general cold wave will
spread over the country from about
the 9th to the 12th.
A regular storm period is central
on the 14th, covering the 12th to the
17th. The disturbances of this period

Henry Watterson's Courier- Great consternation was felt by
the .fricrals of M. A. Hogarty, of
Journal Announces a
Lexington, Ky., when they saw he
New Policy.
was turning yellow. His skin slowmissioner and Squires Buckner and

Dixon from their places as poor
homes commissioners.

ly changed celor, also his eyes, and
he suffered terribly. His malady
was yellow jaundice. He was treated by the best' doctors, but without
benefit. Then he was advised to try
Eleetric Bitrers, the wonderful stomach and liver remedy, and he writes
"After taking two bottles I was
wholly cured." A trial proves its
matchless merit for stomach, liver
and kidney troubles. Only 25c. Sold
by Andertvan & Fowler, J. 0. Cook.
L. L Elgin, C. K. Wyly.
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HAIR BALSAM
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Promote, • lozurtant
Slaver Palls to Beater* Gray
Bair to its Yoothrui Color.
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Clearers

SOR

With distinction could not be worn at all by others.
Our customers can rely upon our assistance when
selecting a hat. Only such as are becoming are recommended for purchase. Our experience enables us to
I make many suggestions which add to a lady's style.

I

Temple
of
Fashion,
Ninth
St.

Miss S. B. Hooser.

Act Today!
Tomorrow
Never Comes.

Professional Card s. A. C. Layne,
Osteopathy and
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham
Electro-Magnetic
Dr. Lula E.( Wham,
Treatment
OSTEOPATHS.
All curable dieeaseee successfully
Graduates American School of Os.
teopathy. Kirksville, Mo. We are
graduates of the two-years' course
(required by all reputable schools cf
osteopathy) consisting of four terms
of five months each. actual class atendance.
Office first-house south of Methodist
church. Consultati,in dad exlir.:notion free. Phone 284.

treated, both acute and chronic.Consultation and examination free. Female diseases a specialty.
Office Gist) block corner Ninth and
Main Sts.
FOR RENT-Flys room co
wilt, garden on South Liberty

LH.Price.

St,.

441

IG TOY STORE!

5

I have rented the corner room of Garnett building
formerly occupied by the

Richards Dry GoodsCo
A d will put in a large stock of

Toys 0.Xmas Novelties!
Watch this space for date of opening.

JOE P. P'POOL.
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will reach a
hours of the time of the full moon on Christmas day, the 25th. Storms of
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the west wing of the asylum was UnSeveral residences wen
partielly unroofed.
A portion of the roof of Nelson's
warehouse was blown off.
At
Pembroke the top of a freight
car was blown off and into the
Western Union telegraph wires
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the service very uncertain until they
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The Postal telegraph lines were
down entirely this morning but are
being repaired.
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